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Common Challenges in our BA 
› Students do not prepare the weekly 

assignments/readings
› Overcoming the “punishment” 

learning mindset 
(instructors/students)

› Developing a sense of ownership
› Engage students in literary and 

cultural studies
› Meeting student & societal 

expectations?
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BA European Culture & Literature

› Research driven
› Constructivist alignment based programme
› Back to the basics (Socrates 4.0)
› Peer instruction & intercultural competences
› Creativity & Innovation 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/10ovZ4IbX3IVoHmp6TUG6CAw9MqlHt1_GCkl63DZh9Ak/edit
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Point of Departure
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Understanding Creating 

Enactivist Configuration

Our Innovative Contribution
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Enactivism 
[Cor Baerveldt & Theo Verheggen, OUP, 
2012]

Enactive cultural psychology 
emphasizes the expressive 
and dynamically enacted 
nature of cultural meaning
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1 Retrieving

3 Analyzing

5 Creating + Understanding
[Enactivist Configuration]

2   Applying

4Evaluating.
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Education is Science: 
Towards a New Model?

Auctoritas Model

› Teacher Centered
› Transfer of Content
› Remembering-Based 

Approach
› Students are Mostly 

Passive in the Learning 
Process

› Punishment Oriented 
(Focus on the final 
exam)

Interpretative 
Community Model
› Interpretative Community 

Centered
› Creating-Understanding 

Content
› Retrieving-Based Approach
› Students are Mostly Active 

in the Learning Process
› Research Question 

Oriented (Focus on the 
learning process)
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Imagining Europe’s Tomorrow

● 1 group seminar twice a week (2x2)
● 20 students
● Students Evaluation:

■ Instructors: 5 (out of 5)
■ Interaction: 5 (out of 5)

https://nestor.rug.nl/webapps/RuG-CourseOrganizer-bb_bb60/do/designOrganizer?course_id=_385442_1&content_id=_9411660_1&mode=reset
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Confusion Report as 
Trigger for Content Retrieval

Research Question 2: Keywords “Way”; “Union”
Bastiaan:

One of the many examples of the use of symbolic language in the 
text. First of all, one could argue that the EU is a person. Next to 
that, it implies that the EU always knows a way forward, or even, 
that forward is the only way. Based on the latter part, do you think 
that the EU has sufficient responses for important contemporary 
questions, like the (des)integration of Europe, and that the only 
way is forward? - In other words, which of the five scenarios do you 
think is most adequate (feel to combine scenarios, since we we 
could/should read the text in an enactivist way)?
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Debate: Choose one Scenario and 
Defend it
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What is missing?
Although my comment is not directly addressed to this particular sentence, it concerns the paper as a 
whole. Having read through all the five scenarios for Europe by 2025, I find it interesting that humanities, 
art, and culture, were hardly (or, not at all), mentioned. The focus of these scenarios is largely on the 
single market, foreign policy, migration, security, and so on. But how does culture come into play? Are art 
and culture isolated, autonomous fields which have no connection to the larger societal and political 
dynamic of European integration, and its future? Is art separate from life (cf. aesthetic autonomy)? 
Remember Pierre Bourdieu’s field of cultural production: the cultural and artistic field are highly interrelated 
with the field of politics and power. That is to say, culture, dominant cultural patterns, and narratives, 
influence the political activity of European states and its citizens, both on a national, and a European level 
(think of national literature and its role in creating 'the nation' during the 19th century). As such, I believe 
it is crucial to include these spheres in the discussion of 'Europe’s tomorrow', and acknowledge their role 
in its further integration.
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Citizenship
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Aesthetic Autonomy

1726
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Wrap Up Summary: Key Terms 
Retrieval

Go to menti.com
82 11 71
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Some Ideas
› Education based on interpretative communities model 

enhances students analytical skills and empowers students to 
resolve complex problems.

› Perusall is effective when it is part of an integral curriculum 
design which establishes, as its core, an enacted 
creative-understanding configuration.

› A class where students are learners-instructors (creative 
production of content and peer-feedback in/out the class) is more 
effective at activating students before, in and after the class.
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Some Ideas

› Students score higher in the final exam when the final exam is 
not the main goal of the learning process but the learning 
process is at the core of the class activities.

› Decentered classrooms (non-auctoritas model) based on the 
creation of research questions and how to understand these 
questions (evaluate+analyze+apply), are more effective for 
reaching high levels of content retrieval.
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Thank you for your attention



BA Foundational Course: Reading Modern Europe
Course Features:
● 1 lecturer & 8 seminar instructors
● 7 lectures 200 students
● 9 parallel seminars per week: each group 20 students

● Student evaluation 2017-2018 
(response 53)

● Overall grade 4.23 (out of 5)
○ Lectures: 4.05 (lecturer: 4.12)
○ Seminars: 

■ Instructors: 4.54
■ Interaction: 4.80

● Student evaluation 2016-2017 
(response 35)

● Overall grade 3.79 (out of 5)
○ Lectures: 3.53 (lecturer: 3.57)
○ Seminars: 

■ Instructors: 3.75
■ Interaction: 3.78

https://nestor.rug.nl/webapps/RuG-CourseOrganizer-bb_bb60/do/designOrganizer?course_id=_381621_1&content_id=_9038236_1&mode=reset


“Fantastic lecturer who keeps students motivated 
and awake in lectures. His passion for literature 
and books definitely left an impact on the way I 
view books and changed my perspective on my 
reading habits. “One cannot be an academic 
without reading” so thanks for that – I never leave 
the house without a book now!”



Reading Modern Europe: Perusall Example 1
Week 4: Kafka, ‘The Cares of a Family Man’ (1919)

‘At first glance it looks like a flat star-shaped spool for thread, 
and indeed it does seem to have thread wound upon it; to be 
sure, they are only old, broken-off bits of thread’ 



Reading Modern Europe: Perusall Example 2


